
Services (Check Boxes)  Prices are Per Pound and Include One Initial Wash and Picking
Roving from Carder 9.00 2-Ply Yarn, Lace 35.00

Unfelted Batt 8.00 2-Ply Yarn, Fingering 35.00

Cloud from Carder 8.00 2-Ply Yarn, Sport 30.00

Extra Wash 2.00 2-Ply Yarn, DK 27.00

Washing Only 6.50 2-Ply Yarn, Worsted 25.00

Dehairing 10.00 2-Ply Yarn, Aran 25.00

Pin Drafted Roving 14.00 2-Ply Yarn, Bulky 24.00

Felt 20.00 Order under 3 pounds add 15.00

We are not able to process lots under 2 pounds

Large Lot - 10% discount on orders over 30 pounds
By initialing below, you are agreeing to have your fiber processed at The Fiber Mill, and agree to pay The Fiber Mill for the services 
that are indicated on this form including any verbal and/or electronic communication(s). Because of the numerous factors involved
with fiber processing, you are agreeing that you will hold The Fiber Mill, operators, or owner neither liable nor responsible for any 
processing that does not appear to produce satisfactory results or for any damage that may appear to have been done to your fiber. 
Customers who cancel orders may incur cancellation charges, fees, and labor charges. These customers will also be required to pay 
for any specially ordered supplies and materials and associated charges. The Fiber Mill, attempts to provide custom fiber processing
services at competitive and fair prices, prices are subject to change at any time. If your order has been received and not yet 
processed you will be informed of any associated price changes that affect your order prior to beginning processing.
Payment is expected upon receipt of the invoice.

Initials (Required): _______Date: ___________________________
OFFICE USE ONLY     Date Received: ______________  Incoming Weight: ______________ 
Agree?  ______  Deposit Received: _______ Amount: ________      Received By: ___________________
Customer Acknowledgement Sent: ______  TFM Order#:  _________________

The Fiber Mill
Spindle, Shuttle, and Needle

214 E 3rd St
Stromsburg, NE 68666

(402)405-1971
www.thefibermill.com

Name ____________________________
Farm Name _______________________
Mailing Address___________________
__________________________________
Best Phone _______________________
Email ____________________________
Shipping Address (if different from 
above)____________________________
__________________________________
Date Sent _________________________

Order Number ______________________
No of Parcels Sent ____________________
Please include 1 order form for each separate
processing batch.

Deposits:
50% Down _____________________


